SuStaining Peace: Interdisciplinary Perspectives

Showcasing cutting-edge interdisciplinary work in conflict resolution, violence prevention, peace and sustainability at Columbia University

Wednesday, November 7th, 2012
2:00pm to 8:30pm
Teachers College, Columbia University

Morton Deutsch and Peter T. Coleman present their most recent book: *The Psychological Components of Sustainable Peace* - along with a panel of experts from the field

Information tables of related centers and programs at Columbia

Poster session highlighting the latest research from AC4 fellows and projects

2:00pm to 3:30pm
Information Tables & AC4 Fellows/Projects Poster Session

3:30pm to 6:20pm
Workshops

6:30pm to 7:30pm
Book Launch

7:30pm-8:30pm
Reception

Talk by Peter Coleman - *Suppose We Took Peace Seriously?*

Workshops:
Nine 50-minute sessions covering topics such as:
- Dynamic Systems Conflict Mapping
- Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) and Sustainable Peace
- Visit our website for the full list

CONNECT WITH US

ac4.cgi.columbia.edu
facebook.com/groups/ac4columbia
bit.ly/ac4linked-in
twitter.com/ac4columbia